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ABSTRACT
Integrity constraints (ICs) provide a valuable tool for ex-
pressing and enforcing application semantics. However, for-
mulating constraints manually requires domain expertise, is
prone to human errors, and may be excessively time con-
suming, especially on large datasets. Hence, proposals for
automatic discovery have been made for some classes of ICs,
such as functional dependencies (FDs), and recently, order
dependencies (ODs). ODs properly subsume FDs, as they
can additionally express business rules involving order; e.g.,
an employee never has a higher salary while paying lower
taxes compared with another employee.
We address the limitations of prior work on OD discovery
which has factorial complexity in the number of attributes,
is incomplete (i.e., it does not discover valid ODs that can-
not be inferred from the ones found) and is not concise (i.e.,
it can result in “redundant” discovery and overly large dis-
covery sets). We improve significantly on complexity, offer
completeness, and define a compact canonical form. This is
based on a novel polynomial mapping to a canonical form
for ODs, and a sound and complete set of axioms (infer-
ence rules) for canonical ODs. This allows us to develop an
efficient set-containment, lattice-driven OD discovery algo-
rithm that uses the inference rules to prune the search space.
Our algorithm has exponential worst-case time complexity,
O(2|R|), in the number of attributes and linear complexity
in the number of tuples. We prove that it produces a com-
plete, minimal set of ODs (i.e., minimal with regards to the
canonical representation). Finally, using real and synthetic
datasets, we experimentally show orders-of-magnitude per-
formance improvements over the current state-of-the-art al-
gorithm and demonstrate effectiveness of our techniques.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Table 1: A table with employee salaries and tax information.
# ID yr posit bin sal perc tax grp subg
t1 10 16 secr 1 5K 20% 1K A III
t2 11 16 mngr 2 8K 25% 2K C II
t3 12 16 direct 3 10K 30% 3K D I
t4 10 15 secr 1 4.5K 20% 0.9K A III
t5 11 15 mngr 2 6K 25% 1.5K C I
t6 12 15 direct 3 8K 25% 2K C II
With the interest in data analytics at an all-time high,
data quality and query optimization are being revisited to
address the scale and complexity of modern data-intensive
applications. Real data suffer from inconsistencies, dupli-
cates and missing values [14, 15, 19]. A recent Gartner Re-
search Report study [12] revealed that, by 2017, one third
of the largest global companies will experience data quality
crises due to their inability to trust and govern their enter-
prise information. Deep analytics on large data warehouses,
spanning thousands of lines of SQL code, are no longer re-
stricted to well-tuned, canned batch reports [5]. Instead,
complex ad-hoc queries are increasingly required for business
operations to make timely data-driven decisions. Without
clean data and effective query optimization, organizations
will not be able to stay competitive and to take advantage
of new data-driven opportunities.
Integrity constraints (ICs), which specify the intended se-
mantics and attribute relationships, are commonly used to
characterize data quality and to optimize business queries.
Prior work has focused on functional dependencies (FDs)
and extensions thereof, such as conditional FDs [14]. FDs
cannot capture relationships among ordered attributes, how-
ever, such as between timestamps and numbers, which are
common in business data [24]. For example, consider Ta-
ble 1, which shows employee tax records in which tax is
calculated as a percentage (perc) of salary (sal). Both tax
and percentage increase with salary.
We study order dependencies (ODs) [22, 25], which can
naturally express such semantics. The OD salary orders
tax, percentage holds: if we sort the table by salary, we know
it is also sorted by tax, percentage; i.e., sorted by tax, with
ties broken by percentage. Similarly, the OD salary orders
group (grp), subg holds in Table 1. The class of ODs sub-
sumes the class of FDs [22]. For example, if salary orders
tax, percentage, then the FD that salary functionally deter-
mines tax, percentage must also hold.
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select D.d_year, D.d_quarter,
D.d_month, sum(WS.sales) as total,
count(*) as quantity
from web_sales WS, date_dim D,
where WS.date_sk = D.date_sk and
total > 1,000,000 and
D.d_year between
2012 and 2016
group by D.d_year, D.d_quarter,
D.d_month
order by D.d_year, D.d_quarter,
D.d_month;
Query 1. Example of query optimization by ODs.
The additional expressiveness of ODs makes them particu-
larly suitable for improving data quality, where ODs can de-
scribe intended semantics and business rules; and their vio-
lations point out possible data errors. ODs enable new opti-
mization techniques for online analytical processing (OLAP)
queries: eliminating expensive joins from query plans in data
warehouse environments [23]; processing queries with order-
by, group-by, distinct, and partition statements [24, 25]; and
improving the performance of queries with SQL functions
and algebraic expressions (e.g., date orders year(date) and
date orders year(date)*100 + month(date)) [16, 25].
We illustrate some possible optimizations using Query 1
over a data warehouse schema such as the TPC-DS1 bench-
mark. Financial year is represented by d year, d quarter and
d month, and is stored in the date dim table. The values of
quarter divide the financial year into four three-month pe-
riods. The fact table web sales has a foreign key d date sk
that references the dimension table date dim, which is a
surrogate key, a sequential number, assigned with increas-
ing values as data is added. Assume date dim has an index
on d year and d month. Since d month functionally deter-
mines d quarter, the group-by on d year, d quarter, d month
is semantically equivalent to that on d year, d month. In
fact, some optimizers would eliminate fiscal quarter via the
relevant FDs [21]. However, this FD cannot simplify the
order-by statement to match the given index. For this, we
would need an OD d month orders d quarter [24, 25].
In a data warehouse, most queries reference fact tables
which include foreign keys to dimension tables. These for-
eign keys are often surrogate keys. However, queries usually
reference other dimension attributes, not surrogate keys;
e.g., the “between” predicate on d year in Query 1. This
predicate may require a potentially expensive join between
the fact table and the date dimension table to identify all
surrogate key values falling between year 2012 and year
2016. However, if we know that d date sk orders d year,
then it suffices to make two probes into the date dimension
table: one to find the minimum relevant d date sk value cor-
responding to January 1 2012; and one to find the maximum
relevant d date sk value corresponding to December 31 2016.
This allows us to restate the “between” predicate in terms of
these two surrogate key values, rather than by years, there-
fore eliminating the join [23].
With the help of ODs, query optimizers can eliminate
costly operators such as joins and sorts, and can identify ad-
ditional interesting orders: ordered streams between query
operators that exploit the available indices, enable pipelin-
ing, and eliminate intermediate sorts and partitioning steps
1http://tpc.org/tpcds/
[25]. Sorting and interesting orders are integral parts of re-
lational query optimizers, not only for SQL order-by and
group-by, but for instance also for sort-merge joins [24] and
implementing indexes [6].
Date and time are richly supported in the SQL standard
and frequently appear in decision support queries over his-
torical data. For example, the widely-used TPC-DS bench-
mark contains 99 queries, of which 85 involve date operators
and predicates and five involve time operators and predi-
cates. If the concept of ODs were only applicable to date
and time, they would already be very beneficial. As seen
in Table 1, ODs are also useful in other domains arising
from business semantics over many types of measures such
as sales, flight schedules, stock prices, salaries and taxes [22,
24, 25].
1.2 Problem Statement and Contributions
To use ODs for data cleaning and query optimization as
outlined above, we need to know which ODs hold on a given
dataset. While ODs can be obtained manually through con-
sultation with domain experts, this is known to be an expen-
sive, time consuming, and error-prone process that requires
expertise in the data dependency language [11]. The prob-
lem we study in this paper is how to discover automatically
ODs from data. Such automatically discovered ODs can be
manually validated by domain experts, which is an easier
task than manual specification.
This problem has been studied before, but is not well un-
derstood. Our aim is to provide a deeper understanding
of OD discovery. An OD discovery algorithm was recently
proposed by Langer and Naumann [13], which has a facto-
rial worst-case time complexity in the number of attributes.
(This is the only prior OD discovery work of which we are
aware.) In contrast to FDs, ODs are naturally expressed
with lists rather than sets of attributes. The first sound
and complete axiomatization for ODs is expressed in a list
notation [22]; Langer and Naumann use this. For instance,
salary orders tax, percentage is different from salary orders
percentage, tax whereas the two analogous FDs are equiva-
lent.
An insight we present is that ODs can be expressed with
sets of attributes via a polynomial mapping into a set-based
canonical form. The mapping allows us to design a fast
and effective OD discovery algorithm that has exponential
worst-case complexity, O(2|R|), in the number of attributes
|R| (and linear complexity in the number of tuples). This
complexity is similar to previous FD and inclusion depen-
dency discovery algorithms such as TANE [10]. In one of
our experimental runs, using a flight dataset with 1000 tu-
ples and 20 attributes, our algorithm takes under one second
whereas the algorithm from [13] does not terminate after five
hours (Section 5).
We also develop sound and complete set-based axioms (in-
ference rules) for ODs that enable pruning of the search
space, which can alleviate the worst-case complexity in prac-
tice. Our pruning rules do not affect the completeness of
the discovered ODs. The list-based algorithm in [13] uses
aggressive pruning rules to overcome their factorial com-
plexity, which we show leads to incompleteness (counter to
the claim of complete discovery made in [13]). They can
miss important ODs. For example, the sub-class of ODs in
which the same attribute(s) are repeated in the left-hand-
side and the right-hand-side such as year(yr), salary orders
year, bin is missed (see Section 4.5). Their canonical form
designed to accommodate a list-based lattice, is incomplete
for representing ODs.
Lastly, the list-based canonical form for ODs used in [13]
is not compact. By introducing a set-based canonical form
for ODs, we can achieve much greater compactness in our
representation. Many ODs that are considered minimal by
the algorithm in [13] are found to be redundant by our algo-
rithm. This is quite important for efficiency in OD discovery.
We do not need to rediscover the “same” ODs repeatedly–
that is, ODs that can be inferred from ones we have already
discovered–and we can more aggressively prune portions of
the search space which would only have “repeats”.
In Section 2, we define ODs and provide additional exam-
ples. In this paper, we make the following contributions.
1. Mapping. We translate ODs (formally defined in Sec-
tion 2) into a novel set-based canonical form (Sec-
tion 3) which leads to a new and efficient approach
to OD discovery (Section 4). By mapping ODs into
equivalent set-based canonical ODs, we illustrate that
they can be discovered efficiently by traversing a set-
containment lattice with exponential worst-case com-
plexity in the number of attributes (the same as for
FDs [11]), and just linear in the number of tuples (Sec-
tion 4.7).
2. Set-based Axiomatization. We introduce axioms for
set-based canonical ODs and prove these are sound
and complete (Section 3.2). Our inference rules re-
veal insights into the nature of canonical ODs, which
lead to optimizations of the OD discovery algorithm
to avoid redundant computation (Section 4).
3. Completeness and Minimality. We prove that our dis-
covery algorithm produces a complete, minimal set of
ODs (Section 4).
4. Experiments. We provide an experimental study (Sec-
tion 5) of the performance and effectiveness of our
discovery techniques using real datasets. We demon-
strate the speedup due to our pruning rules, and re-
port orders-of-magnitude performance improvements
over previous work [13].
We discuss related work in Section 6. In Section 7, we
conclude and consider future work.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We begin by formally defining ODs, present the estab-
lished list-based axiomatization [22], and explain the two
ways in which they can be violated.
2.1 Framework and Background
We use the following notational conventions.
• Relations. R denotes a relation (schema) and r de-
notes a specific relation instance (table). A, B and C
denote single attributes, s and t denote tuples, and tA
denotes the value of an attribute A in a tuple t.
• Sets. X and Y denote sets of attributes. Let tX de-
note the projection of tuple t on X . XY is shorthand
for X ∪ Y. The empty set is denoted as {}.
• Lists. X, Y and Z denote lists of attributes. X may
represent the empty list, denoted as [ ]. [A,B,C] de-
notes an explicit list. [A |T] denotes a list with head
A and tail T; i.e., the remaining list when the first el-
ement is removed. Let XY be shorthand for X ◦ Y (X
concatenate Y). Set X denotes the set of elements in
list X. Any place a set is expected but a list appears,
the list is cast to a set; e.g., tX denotes tX . Let X
′
denote some other permutation of elements of list X.
Let an order specification be a list of attributes defining a
lexicographic order; i.e., sorting on the first attribute in the
list, breaking ties by the second attribute, breaking further
ties by the third attribute, etc. This corresponds to the
semantics of the SQL order-by clause.
First, we define the operator ‘X’, which defines a weak
total order over any set of tuples, where X denotes an order
specification. Unless otherwise specified, numbers are or-
dered numerically, strings are ordered lexicographically and
dates are ordered chronologically (all ascending).
Definition 1. Let X be a list of attributes. For two tuples
r and s, X ∈ R, r X s if
– X = [ ]; or
– X = [A |T] and rA < sA; or
– X = [A |T], rA = sA, and r T s.
Let r ≺X s if r X s but s 6X r.
Next, we define order dependencies [13, 22, 25].
Definition 2. Let X and Y be order specifications, where
X ,Y ⊆ R. X 7→ Y denotes an order dependency (OD), read
as X orders Y. We write X↔ Y, read as X and Y are order
equivalent, if X orders Y and Y orders X. Table r over R
satisfies X 7→ Y (r |= X 7→ Y) if, for all s, t ∈ r, r X s
implies r Y s. X 7→ Y is said to hold for R (R |= X 7→ Y)
if, for each admissible relational instance r of R, table r
satisfies X 7→ Y. X 7→ Y is trivial if, for all r, r |= X 7→ Y.
We assume ascending (asc) order in the lexicographical
ordering, which is the SQL default for any attributes for
which directionality is not explicitly indicated. We do not
consider bidirectional ODs in this paper, which allow a mix
of ascending and descending (desc) orders [25]. We also only
consider lexicographic order specifications, as per the SQL
order-by semantics, and do not consider pointwise ODs [7,
8] here. In a pointwise ordering, an instance of a database
satisfies a pointwise order dependency X  Y if, for all tu-
ples s and t, for every attribute A in X , s[A] op t [A] im-
plies that for every attribute B in Y s[B] op t [B], where op
{<,>,≤,≥,=}. Working with lexicographical ODs is more
useful for query optimization [13, 24, 25] than working with
pointwise ODs, because the sequence of the attributes in an
order specification as in the order-by statement matters.
Example 1. Recall Table 1, in which tax is calculated
as a percentage of salary, and tax groups and subgroups
are based on salary. Tax, percentage and group increase
with salary. Furthermore, within the same group, subgroup
(subgroup) increases with salary. Finally, within the same
year, bin increases with salary. Thus, the following ODs
hold: [salary] 7→ [tax]; [salary] 7→ [percentage]; [salary] 7→
[group, subgroup]; and [year, salary] 7→ [year, bin].
Let Table 1 have a clustered index on year, salary. Then,
as discussed earlier, given the OD [year, salary] 7→ [year, bin],
a query with order by year, bin could be evaluated using
the index on year and salary.
2.2 List-based Axiomatization
Figure 1 shows a sound and complete axiomatization for
ODs [22]. The Chain axiom uses the notion of order com-
patibility, denoted as “∼”, defined below.
1. Reflexivity
XY 7→ X
2. Prefix
X 7→ Y
ZX 7→ ZY
3. Transitivity
X 7→ Y
Y 7→ Z
X 7→ Z
4. Normalization
WXYXV↔WXYV.
5. Suffix
X 7→ Y
X↔ YX
6. Chain
X ∼ Y1
∀i∈[1,n−1]Yi ∼ Yi+1
Yn ∼ Z
∀i∈[1,n]YiX ∼ YiZ
X ∼ Z
Figure 1: List-based axioms for ODs.
Definition 3. Two order specifications X and Y are order
compatible, denoted as X ∼ Y, if XY ↔ YX. The empty
order specification (i.e., [ ]) is order compatible with any
order specification.
Example 2. [d month] ∼ [d week] is valid: sorting by
month and breaking ties by week is equivalent to sort-
ing by week and breaking ties by month. However, the
OD [d month] 7→ [d week] does not hold since any given
month corresponds to several different weeks (in other words,
d month does not functionally determine d week). Thus, or-
der compatibility is a weaker notion than order dependency.
2.3 Violations
ODs can be violated in two ways. We begin with the
following theorem and then explain how the two conditions
therein correspond to two possible sources of violations.
Theorem 1. For every instance r of relation R, X 7→ Y
iff X 7→ XY and X ∼ Y.
Proof
Suppose X 7→ Y. By the Suffix rule X ↔ YX. Hence, by
Prefix and Normalization X ∼ Y holds.
The other direction, assume that X 7→ XY and X ∼ Y.
By Transitivity, X 7→ YX. Therefore, by Reflexivity and
Transitivity, X 7→ Y. 2
There is a strong relationship between ODs and FDs. Any
OD implies an FD, modulo lists and sets but not vice versa.
Lemma 1. For every instance r of relation R, if an OD
X 7→ Y holds, then the FD X → Y is true.
Proof
Let rows s and t ∈ r. Assume that sX = tX . Hence, s X t
and t X s. By definition of an OD, s Y t and t Y s.
Therefore, sY = tY holds. 2
Furthermore, there exists a correspondence between FDs
and ODs that is directly related to the first condition in
Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. For relation R, for every instance r, X →
Y iff X 7→ XY, for any list X over the attributes of X and
any list Y over the attributes of Y.
Proof
Assume an OD X 7→ XY does not hold. This means, there
exist s and t ∈ r, such that s X t but s 6XY t by Defini-
tion 2. Therefore, sX = tX and s ≺Y t. Also s ≺Y t implies
that sY 6= tY . Therefore, X → Y is not satisfied.
The other direction, by Lemma 1 if X 7→ XY, then X →
XY. The FD XY → Y holds by Armstrong’s axiom of
Reflexivity [2]. Hence, by Armstrong’s axiom of Transitivity,
X → Y. 2
We are now ready to define the two sources of OD viola-
tions: splits and swaps.
Definition 4. A split with respect to an OD X 7→ XY is a
pair of tuples s and t such that sX = tX but sY 6= tY . This
says that X does not functionally determine Y.
Definition 5. A swap with respect to X ∼ Y (i.e., with
respect to XY ↔ YX) is a pair of tuples s and t such that
s ≺X t, but t ≺Y s; thus, the swap falsifies X ∼ Y.
Example 3. In Table 1, there are three splits with respect
to the OD [position] 7→ [position, salary] because position does
not functionally determine salary. The violating tuple pairs
are t1 and t4, t2 and t5, and t3 and t6. Also, there is a swap
with respect to [salary] ∼ [subgroup], e.g., over pair of tuples
t1 and t2.
3. SET-BASED CANONICAL FORM
We now present our first set of contributions: a poly-
nomial mapping (from the list-based representation) to a
set-based canonical form for ODs, and a sound and com-
plete axiomatization over this representation. These are the
fundamental building blocks of our efficient OD discovery
algorithm that will be discussed in Section 4.
3.1 Mapping to Canonical Form
Expressing ODs in a natural way relies on lists of at-
tributes, as in the SQL order-by statement. One might well
wonder whether lists are inherently necessary. Indeed, we
provide a polynomial mapping of list-based ODs into equiv-
alent set-based canonical ODs. The mapping allows us to
develop an efficient OD discovery algorithm that traverses
a much smaller set-containment lattice rather than a list-
containment lattice used in prior work [13].
Two tuples s and t are equivalent with respect to a given
set X if sX = tX . Any attribute set X partitions tuples
into equivalence classes. We denote the equivalence class of
a tuple t ∈ r with respect to a given set X by E(tX ), i.e.,
E(tX ) = {s ∈ r | sX = tX}. A partition of r over X is
the set of equivalence classes, ΠX = {E(tX ) | t ∈ r}. For
instance, in Table 1, E(t1{year}) = E(t2{year}) = E(t3{year})
= {t1, t2, t3} and Πyear = {{t1, t2, t3}, {t4, t5, t6}}
We now introduce a canonical form for ODs.
Definition 6. An attribute A is a constant within each
equivalence class with respect to X , denoted as X : [ ] 7→ A,
if X′ 7→ X′A for any permutation X′ of X. Furthermore,
two attributes A and B are order-compatible (i.e., no swaps)
within each equivalence class with respect to X , denoted as
X : A ∼ B, if X′A ∼ X′B. ODs of the form of X : [ ] 7→ A and
X : A ∼ B are called canonical ODs, and the set X is called
a context.
Example 4. In Table 1, bin is a constant in the context
of position (posit), written as {position}: [ ] 7→ bin. This is
because E(t1{position}) |= [ ] 7→ bin, E(t2{position}) |= [ ] 7→
bin and E(t3{position}) |= [ ] 7→ bin. Also, there is no swap
between bin and salary in the context of year, i.e., {year}:
bin ∼ salary. This is because E(t1{year}) |= bin ∼ salary and
E(t4{year}) |= bin ∼ salary. However, the canonical ODs
{year}: bin ∼ subgroup and {position}: [ ] 7→ salary do not
1. Reflexivity
X : [ ] 7→ A, ∀A ∈ X
2. Identity
X : A ∼ A
3. Commutativity
X : A ∼ B
X : B ∼ A
4. Strengthen
X : [ ] 7→ A
XA: [ ] 7→ B
X : [ ] 7→ B
5. Propagate
X : [ ] 7→ A
X : A ∼ B
6. Augmentation-I
X : [ ] 7→ A
ZX : [ ] 7→ A
7. Augmentation-II
X : A ∼ B
ZX : A ∼ B
8. Chain
X : A ∼ B1
∀i∈[1,n−1],X : Bi ∼ Bi+1
X : Bn ∼ C
∀i∈[1,n],XBi : A ∼ C
X : A ∼ C
Figure 2: Set-based axiomatization for canonical ODs.
hold as E(t1{year}) 6|= bin ∼ subgroup and E(t1{position}) 6|=
[ ] 7→ salary, respectively.
Given a set of attributes Y, for brevity, we state ∀j, Yj to
mean ∀j ∈ [1..|Y|], Yj in the remaining.
Theorem 3.
An OD X 7→ XY holds iff ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj.
Proof
Let X 7→ XY hold. Therefore, by Reflexivity and Transitivity
∀j, X 7→ XYj . Hence, by Prefix and Normalization ∀j,
X′ 7→ X′Yj . This maps by Definition 6 to ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj .
To prove the opposite, assume ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj . Therefore,
∀j, X′ 7→ X′Yj . Hence, it follows from Union [22] (if X 7→ Y
and X 7→ Z, then X 7→ YZ) that X 7→ XY. 2
Theorem 4.
X ∼ Y iff ∀i, j, {X1, ..,Xi−1,Y1, ..,Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj.
Proof
Let X ∼ Y. Therefore, by Downward Closure [22] (if XZ ∼
YV, then XZ ∼ YV), ∀i, j, X1, .., Xi ∼ Y1, .., Yj . Hence, by
Prefix, Normalization and Theorem 1, ∀i, j, {X1, .., Xi−1,
Y1, .., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj .
To prove the opposite, given ∀i, j, {X1, .., Xi−1, Y1, ..,
Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj , by Prefix, Normalization, Transitivity and
Reflexivity, it follows that X ∼ Y. 2
Importantly, since X 7→ Y iff X 7→ XY and X ∼ Y (by
Theorem 1), by Theorems 3 and 4, a list-based OD can
be mapped into the following equivalent set-based canonical
ODs. (The size of this mapping is the product |X| ∗ |Y|.)
Theorem 5. X 7→ Y iff ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj and ∀i, j, {X1,
.., Xi−1, Y1, .., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj. This provides a polynomial
mapping of a list-based OD to equivalent set-based canonical
ODs.
Proof
Theorem 1 states that X 7→ Y iff X 7→ XY and X ∼ Y.
Therefore, by Theorem 3 and 4, X 7→ Y iff ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj
and ∀i, j, {X1, .., Xi−1, Y1, .., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj . Hence, the
mapping is polynomial as it is quadratic in the size of an
OD X 7→ Y; i.e., |X| ∗ |Y|. 2
Example 5. By Theorem 5, an OD [AB] 7→ [CD] can be
mapped into the following equivalent set of canonical ODs:
{A,B}: [ ] 7→ C, {A,B}: [ ] 7→ D, {}: A ∼ C, {A}: B ∼ C,
{C}: A ∼ D, {A,C}: B ∼ D.
3.2 Set-based Axiomatization
We present a sound and complete set-based axiomatization
for ODs in Figure 2. For clarity, we denote names of list-
based inference rules (Figure 1) with italic font and those of
set-based inference rules (Figure 2) with regular font.
Theorem 6. The set-based axiomatization for canonical
ODs in Figure 2 is sound.
Proof
To prove the soundness, by Theorem 5, it is sufficient to
show that all the set-based OD axioms presented in Figure 2
can be inferred from the list-based OD axioms presented in
Figure 1.
1. Reflexivity.
It follows from the Reflexivity axiom that ∀A ∈ X ,
X′ 7→ X′A. Hence, by Theorem 5, ∀A ∈ X , X : [ ] 7→ A.
2. Identity.
It follows from the Reflexivity axiom that X′A 7→ X′A.
Therefore, X : A ∼ A is true by Theorem 5.
3. Commutativity: since X : A ∼ B, therefore, X′B 7→
X′A (Theorem 5). Hence, X : B ∼ A is true by Theo-
rem 5.
4. Strengthen.
Given X : [ ] 7→ A and XA: [ ] 7→ B, X′ 7→ X′A
and X′A 7→ X′AB hold, respectively (Theorem 5).
Therefore, it can be inferred from Transitivity that
X′ 7→ X′AB. Since X′ 7→ X′A, it can be deduced from
Suffix, Transitivity and Normalization that X′ ↔ X′A.
Hence, by Replace [22] (ifM↔ N, then XMZ↔ XNZ)
X′ 7→ X′B holds, which can be mapped by Theorem 5
to X : [ ] 7→ B.
5. Propagate.
Let X : [ ] 7→ A. Hence, X′ 7→ X′A holds (Theorem 5).
It follows by Suffix, Normalization and Transitivity
that X′ ↔ X′A. By Reflexivity [BA] 7→ [B], there-
fore, by Prefix X′BA 7→ X′AB. Hence, X : A ∼ B holds
(Theorem 5).
6. Augmentation–I.
Let X : [ ] 7→ A. Therefore, X′ 7→ X′A is true by
Theorem 5. By the Prefix, Normalization, Reflexiv-
ity and Transitivity axioms [ZX]′ 7→ [ZX]′A. Hence,
ZX : [ ] 7→ A (Theorem 5).
7. Augmentation–II.
Assume X : [ ] ∼ A. Therefore, since X′ ∼ X′A (The-
orem 5) by Normalization X′A ↔ X′A. By Prefix,
Normalization, Reflexivity and Transitivity ZX′A ↔
ZX′A, which maps by Theorem 5 to ZX : [ ] ∼ A.
8. Chain.
Assume that the ODs X : A ∼ B1, ∀i∈[1,n−1], X : Bi ∼
Bi+1, X : Bn ∼ C and ∀i∈[1,n], XBi: A ∼ C hold.
Therefore, it follows from Chain and Definition 6 that
X′A ∼ X′C. Hence, X : A ∼ C can be inferred from
Theorem 5.
2
Below, we show additional inference rules that can be in-
ferred from the axioms in Figure 2, as they are used in Sec-
tion 4 and in the proof of completeness (Theorem 7).
Lemma 2 (Transitivity).
1. ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj
2. ∀k, Y: [ ] 7→ Zk
∀k, X : [ ] 7→ Zk
Proof
Let m = |Y|
3. X ∪ {Y1, ..,Ym−1}: [ ] 7→ Ym [Aug-I(1)]
4. ∀k, X ∪ {Y1, ..,Ym}: [ ] 7→ Zk [Aug-I(2)]
5. ∀k, X ∪ {Y1, ..,Ym−1}: [ ] 7→ Zk [Str(3,4)]
6. ∀j, X ∪ {Y1, ..,Yj−1}: [ ] 7→ Yj [Aug-I(1)]
7. ∀j, k, X ∪ {Y1, ..,Yj}: [ ] 7→ Zk
[by induction and Strengthen(4-6)]
8. ∀k, X : [ ] 7→ Zk [Strengthen(1,7)]
2
Interestingly (and non-trivially) the set-based Transitivity
and Weak Transitivity inference rules correspond to the list-
based Transitivity axiom.
Lemma 3 (Weak Trans).
1. ∀i, j, {X1, .., Xi−1,
Y1, .., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj
2. ∀j, k, {Y1, .., Yj−1,
Z1, .., Zk−1}: Yj ∼ Zk
3. ∀k, Y: [ ] 7→ Zk
∀i, k, {X1, .., Xi−1,
Z1, .., Zk−1}: Xi ∼ Zk
Proof
Let m = |Y|
4. ∀i, {X1, ..,Xi−1,Y1, ..,Ym}:
Xi ∼ Ym [Given(1)]
5. ∀k, {Y1, ..,Ym,Z1, ..,Zk−1}:
Ym ∼ Zk [Given(2)]
6. ∀i, k, {Y1, ..,Ym}:
Xi ∼ Zk [Propagation(3)]
7. ∀i, k, {X1, ..,Xi−1,
Z1, ..,Zk−1,Y1, ..,Ym}:
Xi ∼ Zk [Chain, Aug–II(4-6)]
8. ∀i, k, j, {X1, ..,Xi−1,
Z1, ..,Zk−1,Y1, ..,Yj}:
Xi ∼ Zk
[by induction; Chain, Aug–II(1,2,7)]
9. ∀i, k, {X1, ..,Xi−1,
Z1, ..,Zk−1: Xi ∼ Zk
[Chain, Aug–II(1,2,8)]
2
Lemma 4 (Normalization).
1. X : A ∼ B, ∀A ∈ X
Proof
2. ∀i, X : [ ] 7→ Xi [Reflexivity]
3. ∀i, X : [ ] 7→ Xi [Prop(2)]
2
The Normalization inference rule allows us to eliminate
trivial dependencies over swaps.
Theorem 7. The proposed set-based axiomatization for
canonical ODs in Figure 2 is sound and complete.
Proof
Since the set-based OD axioms are sound (Theorem 6), the
remaining step is to show the completeness, i.e, that all
the list-based OD axioms follow from the set-based OD ax-
ioms.
1. Reflexivity .
XY 7→ X iff ∀i, XY: [ ] 7→ Xi and ∀i, {X1, .., Xi−1
}: Xi ∼ Xi by Theorem 5. However, the OD XY:
[ ] 7→ Xi follows from Reflexivity and ∀i, {X1, .., Xi−1
}: Xi ∼ Xi can be inferred from the Identity axiom.
2. Prefix .
Assume that X 7→ Y holds. X 7→ Y is equivalent
by Theorem 5 to ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj and ∀i, j, {X1, ..,
Xi−1, Y1, .., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj . Therefore, it follows
by Augmentation–I that ∀j, ZX : [ ] 7→ Yj . By Re-
flexivity, it can be inferred that ∀k, ZX : [ ] 7→ Zk.
Since, ∀i, j, {X1, .., Xi−1, Y1, .., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj , by
Augmentation–II, it can be inferred that ∀i, j, {Z∪X1,
.., Xi−1, Y1, .., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj . Additionally it follows
from Identity that ∀k, {Z1, .., Zk−1}: Zk ∼ Zk. There-
fore, by Theorem 5, it follows that the OD ZX 7→ ZY
is true.
3. Transitivity .
Let X 7→ Y and Y 7→ Z. X 7→ Y is equivalent to ∀j,
X : [ ] 7→ Yj and ∀i, j, {X1, .., Xi−1, Y1, .., Yj−1}:
Xi ∼ Yj(Theorem 5). Y 7→ Z is equivalent to ∀k,
Y: [ ] 7→ Zk and ∀j, k, {Y1, .., Yj−1, Z1, .., Zk−1}:
Yj ∼ Zk. Hence, by Transitivity (Theorem 2), ∀k, X :
[ ] 7→ Zk and by Weak Transitivity (Theorem 2) ∀i, k,
{X1, .., Xi−1, Z1, .., Zk−1}: Xi ∼ Yk. This is equivalent
by Theorem 5 to X 7→ Y.
4. Suffix .
Assume X 7→ Y is true. Therefore, the following canon-
ical rule ∀j, X : [ ] 7→ Yj is given by Theorem 5. It
follows from Reflexivity that ∀i, X : [ ] 7→ Xi and ∀i,
YX : [ ] 7→ Xi. Furthermore, ∀i, j, {X1, .., Xi−1, Y1,
.., Yj−1}: Xi ∼ Yj is given by Theorem 5 as X 7→ Y.
Hence, X↔ YX by Theorem 5.
5. Normalization . Let Z = XYM. It follows from Re-
flexivity that ∀k, ZW: [ ] 7→ Zk and ∀l, ZW: [ ] 7→Wl.
Furthermore, it can be inferred from Identity that ∀k,
{Z1, ..,Zk−1}: Zk ∼ Zk and ∀p, Z ∪ {W1, ..,Wp−1}:
Wp ∼ Wp. It follows from Reflexivity, Normaliza-
tion and Augmentation that ∀i, p, Z ∪ {W1, ..,Wp−1}:
Xi ∼ Wp. Therefore, XYMW ↔ XYMYW holds by
Theorem 5.
6. Chain .
It follows from the Chain axiom and by mapping X ∼
Y1, ∀i∈[1,n−1],Yi ∼ Yi+1, Yn ∼ Z and ∀i∈[1,n],YiX ∼
YiZ into the canonical form rules (Theorem 5) that
∀i, k, {X1, .., Xi, Z1, .., Zk}: Xi ∼ Zk. This is equiva-
lent by Theorem 5 to X ∼ Z.
This ends the proof of soundness and completeness of set-
based OD axiomatization. 2
Example 6. Assume {salary}: [ ] 7→ tax as in Table 1.
Hence, it can be inferred from the Propagate axiom that
{salary}: tax ∼ year.
By Theorem 7, three set-based axioms, namely Reflexiv-
ity, Strengthen and Augmentation–I, are sound and com-
plete for the FD fragment of the OD class, as these are the
only canonical OD axioms that use the constant operator.
In contrast, the sound and complete list-based axiomatiza-
tion for ODs [22] is concealed within the first five axioms in
Figure 1. The versatility and separability of the set-based
axioms–between the FD fragment and the order-compatible
fragment–allows us to design effective pruning rules for our
OD discovery algorithm (Section 4).
4. OD DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
4.1 FASTOD Main Algorithm
Given the mapping of a list-based OD into the equiva-
lent set-based ODs (Section 3.1), we present an algorithm,
named FASTOD, which efficiently discovers a complete,
minimal set of set-based ODs over a given relation instance.
A canonical OD X : [ ] 7→ A is trivial if A ∈ X (Reflex-
ivity). A canonical OD X : A ∼ B is trivial if A ∈ X or
B ∈ X (Normalization, Lemma 4) or A = B (Identity). A
canonical OD X : [ ] 7→ A is minimal if it is non-trivial and
there is no context Y ⊂ X such that Y: [ ] 7→ A holds in r
(Augmentation–I). A canonical OD X : A ∼ B is minimal if
it is non-trivial and there is no context Y, where Y ⊂ X ,
such that Y: A ∼ B holds in r (Augmentation–II), or X :
[ ] 7→ A or X : [ ] 7→ B (Propagate) holds in r. Our goal is to
compute a complete, minimal set of ODs that hold in r.
FASTOD traverses a lattice of all possible sets of at-
tributes in a level-wise manner (Figure 3) since list-based
ODs can be mapped into the equivalent set-based ODs (The-
orem 5). In contrast, the OD discovery algorithm from [13]
traverses a lattice of all possible lists of attributes, which
leads to factorial time complexity. In level Ll, our algo-
rithm generates candidate ODs with l attributes using com-
puteODs(Ll). FASTOD starts the search from singleton
sets of attributes and works its way to larger attribute sets
through the set-containment lattice, level by level. When
the algorithm is processing an attribute set X , it verifies
ODs of the form X \ A: [ ] 7→ A (let X \ A be shorthand for
X \ {A}), where A ∈ X and X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, where A,
B ∈ X and A 6= B. This guarantees that only non-trivial
ODs are considered.
Algorithm 1 FASTOD
Input: Relation r over schema R
Output: Minimal set of ODs M, such that r |= M
1: L0 = {}
2: C+c ({}) = R
3: C+s ({}) = {}
4: l = 1
5: L1 = {A | A ∈ R}
6: ∀A∈RC+s (A) = {}
7: while Ll 6= {} do
8: computeODs(Ll)
9: pruneLevels(Ll)
10: Ll+1 = calculateNextLevel(Ll)
11: l = l + 1
12: end while
13: return M
The small-to-large search strategy of the discovery algo-
rithm guarantees that only ODs that are minimal with re-
spect to the context are added to the output set of ODsM,
and is used to prune the search space effectively. The OD
candidates generated in a given level are checked for mini-
mality based on the previous levels and are added to a valid
set of ODsM if applicable. The algorithm pruneLevels(Ll)
prunes the search space by deleting sets from Ll with the
knowledge gained during the checks in computeODs(Ll).
The algorithm calculateNextLevel(Ll) forms the next level
from the current level.
Our algorithm, for example, can detect the following ODs
in the TPC-DS benchmark: {d date sk}: [ ] 7→ [d date];
{}: [d date sk] ∼ [d date]; {d date sk}: [ ] 7→ [d year]; {}:
[d date sk] ∼ [d year]; {d month}: [ ] 7→ [d quarter] and; {}:
[d month] ∼ [d quarter]. These types of canonical ODs have
been proven to be useful to eliminate joins and simplify
group-by and order-by statements [23, 25].
Next, we explain, in turn, each of the algorithms that are
called in the main loop of FASTOD (Lines 7–12).
4.2 Finding Minimal ODs
FASTOD traverses the lattice until complete, minimal
ODs that are valid are found. First, we deal with ODs of
the form X \ A: [ ] 7→ A, where A ∈ X . To check if such a
OD is minimal, we need to know if Y \A: [ ] 7→ A is valid for
{A} {B} {C}
{A,B} {A,C} {B,C}
{ }
{A,B,C}
Figure 3: A pruned set lattice for attributes A, B, C. As {B,
C} is discarded, only the non-dashed bold parts are accessed.
Y ⊂ X . If Y \ A: [ ] 7→ A, then by Augmentation–I X \ A:
[ ] 7→ A holds. An OD X : [ ] 7→ A holds for any relational
instance by Reflexivity, therefore, considering only X \ A:
[ ] 7→ A guarantees that only non-trivial ODs are taken into
account.
We maintain information about minimal ODs, in the form
of X \ A: [ ] 7→ A, in the candidate set C+c (X ) [11].2 If
A ∈ C+c (X ) for a given set X , then A has not been found
to depend on any proper subset of X . Therefore, to find
minimal ODs, it suffices to verify ODs X \A: [ ] 7→ A, where
A ∈ X and A ∈ C+c (X \ B) for all B ∈ X .
Example 7. Assume that {B}: [ ] 7→ A and that we con-
sider the set X = {A,B,C}. As {B}: [ ] 7→ A holds, A 6∈
C+c (X \ C). Hence, the OD {B,C}: [ ] 7→ A is not minimal.
We now show how to prune the search space more effec-
tively. Assume that B ∈ X and an OD X \B: [ ] 7→ B holds.
Then, by Lemma 5 below, inferring via the Strengthen ax-
iom, the OD X : [ ] 7→ A cannot be minimal because B can be
removed from the context X . Observe that FASTOD does
not have to know whether X : [ ] 7→ A holds.
Lemma 5. Let B ∈ X and X \ B: [ ] 7→ B. If X : [ ] 7→ A,
then X \ B: [ ] 7→ A.
Hence, we define the candidate set C+c (X ), formally as
follows. (Note that A may equal B in Definition 7).
Definition 7. C+c (X ) = {A ∈ R |
∀B∈X X \ {A,B}: [ ] 7→ B does not hold}
Example 8. Assume that {B}: [ ] 7→ C and that FAS-
TOD considers {B,C}: [ ] 7→ A. Since {B}: [ ] 7→ C holds,
the OD {B,C}: [ ] 7→ A is not minimal and A 6∈ C+c (X ),
where X = {A,B,C}.
We now deal with ODs involving ‘∼’. To verify if a po-
tential OD of the form X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, where A,B ∈ X
and A 6= B, is minimal, we need to know if Y \ {A,B}:
A ∼ B holds for some proper subset Y of X \ {A,B}, and
that X \{A,B}: [ ] 7→ A and X \{A,B}: [ ] 7→ B do not hold.
If Y \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, then by Augmentation–II, X \ {A,B}:
A ∼ B holds. Also, if X \ {A,B}: [ ] 7→ A or X \ {A,B}:
[ ] 7→ B, then by Propagate, X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B holds. ODs
X \ B: A ∼ B, X \ A: A ∼ B, and OD X : A ∼ A are always
2Since FDs are subsumed by ODs, FD discovery is part of FAS-
TOD, and some of our techniques are similar to those from
TANE [11]. However, FASTOD and TANE differ in many de-
tails even for FD discovery; e.g., a pruning rule for removing nodes
from the lattice (Section 4.5) and a key pruning rule (Section 4.6).
Additionally, FASTOD includes new OD-specific pruning rules.
true by Normalization and Identity, respectively. Hence,
considering ODs in the form of X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B guaran-
tees that non-trivial ODs are taken into account.
We store information about minimal ODs in the form of
X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, in the candidate set C+s (X ). If {A,B} ∈
C+s (X ) for a given set X , then A ∼ B has not been found
to hold within the context of any subset of X \ {A,B}; also,
X \ {A,B}: [ ] 7→ A and X \ {A,B}: [ ] 7→ B do not hold. By
Commutativity, if X\{A,B}: A ∼ B, then X\{A,B}: B ∼ A.
Hence, only {A,B} is stored in C+s (X ) instead of both [A,B]
and [B,A], since order compatibility is symmetric.
Example 9. Let {}: A ∼ B, {A}: [ ] 7→ C and X =
{A,B,C}. Consider that {C}: A ∼ B and {A}: B ∼ C.
Hence, {C}: A ∼ B is not minimal as {}: A ∼ B; there-
fore, {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X ). Also, {A}: B ∼ C is not minimal
since {A}: [ ] 7→ C; therefore, {B,C} 6∈ C+s (X ).
Again, it is possible to prune the search space more effec-
tively. Assume that for some C ∈ X , an OD X \ C: [ ] 7→ C
holds. Therefore, by Lemma 6, inferred from Propagate and
Chain, the OD X : A ∼ B could not be minimal as C can
be removed from the context X . Note that the FASTOD
algorithm does not have to know whether X : A ∼ B holds.
Lemma 6. Let C ∈ X and X \ C: [ ] 7→ C hold. If X :
A ∼ B, then X \ C: A ∼ B.
Proof
Since X \ C: [ ] 7→ C, therefore, by Propagate X \ C: A ∼ C
and X \ C: B ∼ C. Hence, as X : A ∼ B is given, X \ C:
A ∼ B follows from Chain. 2
As a result, we define the candidate set C+s (X ) as follows.
Note that C can be equal to A or B.
Definition 8. C+s (X ) = {{A,B} ∈ X 2 | A 6= B and ∀C∈X
X \{A,B,C}: A ∼ B does not hold, and ∀C∈X X \{A,B,C}:
[ ] 7→ C does not hold}
Example 10. Assume that {C}: [ ] 7→ D and that FAS-
TOD considers {C,D}: A ∼ B. Since {C}: [ ] 7→ D, the
OD {C,D}: A ∼ B is not minimal, and therefore, {A,B} 6∈
C+s (X ), where X = {A,B,C,D}.
FASTOD ’s candidate sets do not increase in size during
the execution of the algorithm (unlike ORDER [13]) because
of the concise candidate representation. Also, we show in
Section 5.3 than many “minimal” ODs in [13] are considered
non-minimal (redundant) by our algorithm. Additional op-
timizations for our OD discovery algorithm are described in
Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
4.3 Computing Levels
Algorithm 2 explains calculateNextLevel, which com-
putes Ll+1 from Ll. It uses the subroutine singleAttrDif-
ferBlocks(Ll) that partitions Ll into blocks (Line 2). Two
sets belong to the same block if they have a common subset
Y of length l − 1 and differ in only one attribute, A and B,
respectively. Therefore, the blocks are not difficult to calcu-
late as sets YA and YB can be preserved as sorted sets of
attributes. Unlike our FASTOD algorithm and other typi-
cal uses of Apriori [1], the OD discovery algorithm from [13]
generates all permutations of attributes of size l+1 with the
same prefix blocks of size l − 1, which leads to its factorial
worst-case time complexity.
The level Ll+1 contains only those sets of attributes of
size l+ 1 which have all their subsets of size l in Ll (Line 4).
Algorithm 2 calculateNextLevel(Ll)
1: Ll = [ ]
2: for all {YB,YC} ∈ singleAttrDiffBlocks(Ll) do
3: X = Y⋃{B,C}
4: if ∀A∈X X \ A ∈ Ll then
5: Add X to Ll+1
6: end if
7: end for
8: return Ll+1
4.4 Computing Dependencies
Algorithm 3 shows computeODs(Ll), which adds minimal
ODs from level Ll to M, in the form of X \ A: [ ] 7→ A
and X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, where A,B ∈ X and A 6= B. The
following lemma shows that we can use the candidate set
C+c (X ) to test whether X \ A: [ ] 7→ A is minimal [11, 10].
Lemma 7. An OD X \ A: [ ] 7→ A, where A ∈ X , is mini-
mal iff ∀B∈XA ∈ C+c (X \ B).
Algorithm 3 computeODs(Ll)
1: for all X ∈ Ll do
2: C+c (X ) =
⋂
A∈X C+c (X \ A)
3: if l = 2 then
4: ∀A,B∈R2,A 6=BC+s ({A,B}) = {A,B}
5: else if l > 2 then
6: C+s (X ) = {{A,B} ∈
⋃
C∈X C+s (X \ C) |
∀D∈X\{A,B}{A,B} ∈ C+s (X \ D)}
7: end if
8: end for
9: for all X ∈ Ll do
10: for all A ∈ X ∩ C+c (X ) do
11: if X \ A: [ ] 7→ A then
12: Add X \ A: [ ] 7→ A to M
13: Remove A from C+c (X )
14: Remove all B ∈ R \ X from C+c (X )
15: end if
16: end for
17: for all {A,B} ∈ C+s (X ) do
18: if A 6∈ C+c (X \ B) or B 6∈ C+c (X \ A) then
19: Remove {A,B} from C+s (X )
20: else if X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B then
21: Add X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B to M
22: Remove {A,B} from C+s (X )
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for
Similarly, we prove in Lemma 8 that we can use the can-
didate set C+s (X ) to verify if X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B is minimal.
Lemma 8. The OD X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, where A, B ∈ X
and A 6= B, is minimal iff ∀C∈X\{A,B} {A,B} ∈ C+s (X \ C),
and A ∈ C+c (X \ B) and B ∈ C+c (X \ A).
Proof
Assume first that X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B is not minimal. There-
fore, there exists C ∈ X \ {A,B} for which X \ {A,B,C}:
A ∼ B holds or there exists D ∈ X such that X \ {A,B,D}:
[ ] 7→ D hold. Then {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X \ C), or A 6∈ C+c (X \ B)
or B 6∈ C+c (X \ A).
To prove the other direction assume that there exists C ∈
X \ {A,B} such that {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X \ C), or A 6∈ C+c (X \ B)
or B 6∈ C+c (X \ A). Therefore, ∃D ∈ X \ C, such that X \
{A,B,C,D}: A ∼ B or X \ {A,B,C}: [ ] 7→ C or ∃D ∈ X \ B
such that X \ {A,B,D}: [ ] 7→ D or ∃E ∈ X \ A such that
X \ {A,B,E}: [ ] 7→ E. Hence, by Aug–II, Propagate and
Lemma 6, X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B is not minimal. 2
By Lemma 7, the steps in Line 2, 10, 11 and 12 guarantee
that the algorithm adds to M only the minimal ODs of
the form X \ A: [ ] 7→ A, where X ∈ Ll and A ∈ X . By
Lemma 8, the steps in Line 4, 6, 17, 18, 20 and 21 ensure
that the algorithm adds toM only the minimal ODs of the
form X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, where X ∈ Ll, and A,B ∈ X and
A 6= B.
The algorithm computeODs(Ll) also computes the sets
C+c (X ) and C+s (X ) for all X ∈ Ll. The following lemma
shows that computing C+c (X ) is done correctly [11, 10].
Lemma 9. Let C+c (Y) be correctly computed ∀Y ∈ Ll−1.
The algorithm computeODs(Ll) calculates correctly C+c (X ),
∀X ∈ Ll.
We prove in Lemma 10 that computing the candidate set
C+s (X ) is performed correctly.
Lemma 10. Let C+c (Y) and Let C+s (Y) be correctly com-
puted ∀Y ∈ Ll−1. The algorithm computeODs(Ll) com-
putes correctly C+s (X ), ∀X ∈ Ll.
Proof
A pair of attributes {A,B}, such that {A,B} ∈ X 2 and A 6=
B, is in C+s (X ) after the execution of computeODs(Ll) unless
it is excluded from C+s (X ) on Line 6, 19 or 22. First, we show
that if {A,B} is excluded from C+s (X ) by computeODs(Ll),
then {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X ) by the definition of C+s (X ).
– When {A,B} is excluded from C+s (X ) on Line 6, this
means that there exists C ∈ X \ {A,B} with {A,B} 6∈
C+s (X \C). Hence, X \{A,B,C}: A ∼ B or there exists
D ∈ X \ C such that X \ {A,B,C,D} hold. Hence,
{A,B} 6∈ C+s (X ) by the definition of C+s (X ).
– If {A,B} is excluded on Line 19 this means that A 6∈
C+c (X \ B) or B 6∈ C+c (X \ B). Hence, there exists
C ∈ X \ B such that X \ {A,B}: [ ] 7→ C or there
exists C ∈ X \A such that X \ {A,B}: [ ] 7→ C. Hence,
{A,B} 6∈ C+s (X ) by the definition of C+s (X ).
– When {A,B} is excluded on Line 22 then X \ {A,B}
A ∼ B hold. Hence, {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X ) by the definition
of C+s (X ).
Next, we show the other direction, that if {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X ) by
the definition of C+s (X ), then A is excluded from C+s (X ) by
computeODs(Ll). Assume {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X ) by the definition
of C+s (X ). Therefore, there exists C ∈ X such that X \
{A,B,C}: A ∼ B or there exists D ∈ X such that X \
{A,B,D}: [ ] 7→ D.
– When X \ {A,B,C}: A ∼ B there are two cases. If
C = A or C = B, then X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B hold, and
{A,B} is removed on Line 22, if X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B
is minimal, and on Line 6 or 19 otherwise. However,
if C 6= A,B then {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X \ C) and {A,B} is
removed on Line 6.
– If X \ {A,B,D}: [ ] 7→ D then {A,B} is excluded on
Line 6 or 19.
2
4.5 Pruning Levels and Completness
Algorithm 4 shows pruneLevels(Ll), which implements an
additional optimization. We delete node X from Ll, where
l ≥ 2, if both C+c (X ) = {} and C+s (X ) = {}. Since for all
Y such that Y ⊃ X , C+c (Y) = {} and C+s (Y) = {}, we can
prove the following lemma.
Algorithm 4 pruneLevels(Ll)
1: for all X ∈ Ll do
2: if l ≥ 2 then
3: if C+c (X ) = {} and C+s (X ) = {} then
4: Delete X from Ll
5: end if
6: end if
7: end for
Lemma 11. Deleting X from Ll for levels l ≥ 2, if
C+c (X ) = {} and C+s (X ) = {} has no effect on the output
set of minimal ODs M.
Proof
If C+c (X ) = {} and C+s (X ) = {}, the loops on Lines 10–
14 and Lines 17–22 in the algorithm computeODs(Ll) will
not be executed at all. Consider Y ⊃ X and assume that
A,B ∈ X , where A 6= B, and C ∈ Y \ X . The ODs Y \ C:
[ ] 7→ C and Y \A: [ ] 7→ A are not minimal by Augmentation
and Lemma 5. Also, the ODs Y \ {A,B}: A ∼ B and Y \
{A,C}: A ∼ C (or Y \ {A,C}: C ∼ A) are not minimal by
Augmentation-II, Propagate and Lemma 6. Therefore, for
all Y ⊃ X , C+c (Y) = {} and C+s (Y) = {}. Hence, deleting
X from Ll has no effect on the output set of ODs M of the
algorithm. 2
Example 11. Let A: [ ] 7→ B, B: [ ] 7→ A and {}: A ∼ B.
Since C+c ({A,B}) = {} and C+s ({A,B}) as well as l = 2,
by the pruning levels rule (Lemma 11), the node {A,B} is
deleted and the node {A,B,C} is not considered (see Fig-
ure 3). This is justified as {AB}: [ ] 7→ C is not minimal by
Lemma 5, {AC}: [ ] 7→ B is not minimal by Augmentation–
I, {BC}: [ ] 7→ A is not minimal by Augmentation–I, {C}:
A ∼ B is not minimal by Augmentation–II, {A}: B ∼ C is
not minimal by Propagate, and {B}: A ∼ C is not minimal
by Propagate.
Theorem 8. The FASTOD algorithm computes a com-
plete, minimal set of ODs M.
Proof
Steps in Line 2, 10, 11 and 12 by Lemma 7 guarantee that
the algorithm adds toM only the minimal ODs of the form
X \A: [ ] 7→ A, where X ∈ Ll and A ∈ X . Steps in Line 4, 6,
17, 18, 20 and 21 by Lemma 8 guarantee that the algorithm
adds to M only the minimal ODs of the form X \ {A,B}:
A ∼ B, where X ∈ Ll, and A,B ∈ X and A 6= B.
The algorithm computeODs(Ll) calculates correctly the
sets C+c (X ) and C+s (X ) for all X ∈ Ll by induction given
Lemma 9 and 10. Also, by Lemma 11 deleting X from Ll for
levels l ≥ 2, if C+c (X ) = {} and C+s (X ) = {} has no effect on
the output set of minimal ODsM of the algorithm. Hence,
the FASTOD algorithm computes a sound and complete
set of minimal ODs M. 2
While we provide theoretical guarantees for FASTOD to
find a complete set of ODs (Sections 4.4–4.5), this is not the
case for the ORDER algorithm in [13]. In fact, ORDER is
sound, but not complete as it misses important ODs. When
ORDER accesses the node [A,B,C] in the list-containment
lattice, it generates the list-based ODs [B,C] 7→ [A] and
[C] 7→ [A,B]. However, it discards potential ODs with re-
peating attributes in a dependency. For instance, a valid
OD [C] 7→ [C,A,B] (note, an FD) is missed, if [C] ∼ [A,B]
does not hold. Similarly, a valid OD [C] ∼ [A,B] (an order
compatible dependency) is missed, if [C] 7→ [C,A,B] does
not hold. This causes the algorithm to discard ODs such
as d month ∼ d week from Example 2 as d month does not
functionally determine d week. Only if both [C] 7→ [C,A,B]
and [C] ∼ [A,B] hold, then they are not missed, as just
[C] 7→ [A,B] is checked by the ORDER algorithm. (By The-
orem 1, [C] 7→ [A,B] iff [C] 7→ [C,A,B] and [C] ∼ [A,B].)
Also, ORDER misses potential ODs with the same prefix;
i.e., XY 7→ XZ, such as [year, salary] 7→ [year, bin] (Exam-
ple 4). Furthermore, ORDER discards constants; i.e., ODs
in the form of [ ] 7→ X. For instance, if all flight data are
from the year 2012, the year attribute is a constant (see Sec-
tions 5). This inadvertent incompleteness, allows the au-
thors in [13] to devise aggressive pruning rules to overcome
partially the factorial cost. However, this comes at a price
of incompleteness, of discarding many important ODs.
4.6 Efficient OD Validation
Computing with Partitions. In order to verify
whether the ODs X : [ ] 7→ A and X : A ∼ B hold, we first
compute the equivalence classes over the context X , i.e., ΠX .
Next, within each equivalence class in ΠX , we verify whether
the ODs X : [ ] 7→ A and X : A ∼ B hold, respectively.
The values of the columns are replaced with integers: 1,
2, ..., n, in a way that the equivalence classes do not change
and the ordering is preserved. That is, the same values are
substituted by the same integers, and higher values are re-
placed by larger integers. Computation over integers is more
time and space efficient. After translating values to integers,
the value tA is used as the identifier of the equivalence class
E(tA) of ΠA.
After computing the partitions ΠA, ΠB, ..., for all sin-
gle attributes in R at level l = 2, we efficiently compute
the partitions for subsequent levels in linear time by taking
the product of refined partitions, i.e., ΠA
⋃
B = ΠA ·ΠB. Ac-
cordingly, for all other levels the partitions are not calculated
from scratch for each set of attributes X . In the general case,
for all |X | ≥ 2, partitions ΠX are computed in linear time
as products of partitions ΠY and ΠZ , i.e., ΠX = ΠY · ΠZ ,
such that Y,Z ⊂ X and |Y| = |Z| = |X − 1|. This is benefi-
cial for a levelwise algorithm since only partitions from the
previous level are needed. Hence, this optimizes both time
and space.
To verify whether an OD X : [ ] 7→ A holds, for each
equivalence class E(tX ) ∈ ΠX , we need to check whether
|ΠA(E(tX ))| = 1. Therefore, this step can be accomplished
in linear time in the number of tuples and can be optimized
by a technique called error rate used in [11] to avoid poten-
tially scans over the dataset.
Verifying if an OD X : A ∼ B holds is more involved but
can also be computed efficiently. For all single attributes
A ∈ R at level l = 2, we calculate sorted partitions τA. A
sorted partition τA is a list of equivalence classes according
to the ordering imposed on the tuples by A. For instance,
in Table 1, τbin = {{t1, t4}, {t2, t5}, {t3, t6}}. Hence, when
we verify for any subsequent level, whether X : A ∼ B is
valid, for each equivalence class E(tX ) ∈ ΠX , we compute
τA(E(tX )) by hashing tuples into sorted buckets with a single
scan over τA. (See the example in Table 2.) This allows us
to verify efficiently whether there is no swap over attributes
A and B for each equivalence class in ΠX via a single scan
τA Rank Tuple #’s
1 {t3, t5, t8}
2 {t1, t6}
3 {t4}
4 {t7}
5 {t2}
(a) τA
ΠX ID τA(E(tX ))
t1X {t1}
t2X {t2}
t3X {t3, t5}, {t4}
t6X {t6}, {t7}
t8X {t8}
(b) τA(E(tX ))
for each equivalence class
Table 2: ΠX = {{t1}, {t2}, {t3, t4, t5}, {t6, t7}, {t8}},
τA = {{t3, t5, t8}, {t1, t6}, {t4}, {t7}, {t2}}
over the dataset. Hence, checking whether X : A ∼ B can
be done in linear time.
Key Pruning. When a key is found during the search
of ODs, additional optimization methods can be applied.
Call a set of attributes X a superkey if no two tuples in the
relation instance r agree on X . X is a key if it is a superkey
and no proper subset of it is a superkey.
Lemma 12. Let X \A be a superkey and A ∈ X . The OD
X \ A: [ ] 7→ A is valid. The OD X \ A: [ ] 7→ A is minimal
iff X \ A is a key and ∀B ∈ X , A ∈ C+c ({X} \ B).
Proof
Since X\A is a superkey, partition ΠX\A consists of singleton
equivalence classes only. Hence, the OD X \ A: [ ] 7→ A is
valid. The remaining follows from Lemma 7. 2
Typically, an OD X \ A: [ ] 7→ A, A 6∈ X , is verified on
Line 11 in the algorithm computeODs(Ll). However, if X \A
is a key, then X \ A: [ ] 7→ A always holds, and hence, we
do not need to verify it. On the other hand, if X \ A is a
superkey but not a key, then clearly the OD X \ A: [ ] 7→ A
is not minimal. This is because there exists B ∈ X , such
that X \ B is a superkey, therefore, A 6∈ C+c ({X} \ B)).
Similarly, Lemma 13 states that X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B, A,
B ∈ X , also does not have to be verified in Line 20 of the
algorithm computeODs(Ll), if X \ {A,B} is a key since it is
not minimal (this follows from the Propagate axiom).
Lemma 13. Let X be a key (or superkey) and A,B ∈ R \
X . The OD X : A ∼ B is valid but not minimal.
Proof
As X is a key (or superkey), partition ΠX consists of single-
ton equivalence classes only. Therefore, the OD X : A ∼ B
holds. By Lemma 12, the OD X : [ ] 7→ A holds since X is a
key (or superkey). Hence, {A,B} 6∈ C+s (X
⋃{A,B}). 2
Stripped Partitions. We replace partitions, with a
more compact version, called stripped partitions. A stripped
partition is a partition with equivalence classes of size
one–call these singleton equivalence classes–discarded. A
stripped representation of partition ΠX is denoted as Π∗X .
Example 12. In Table 1, Π∗salary = {{t2, t6}}, whereas
Πsalary = {{t1}, {t2, t6}, {t3}, {t4}, {t5}}.
Removing singleton equivalence classes is correct as they
cannot break any set-based OD in the form of X : [ ] 7→ A or
X : A ∼ B.
Lemma 14. Singleton equivalence classes over attribute
set X cannot falsify any OD: X : [ ] 7→ A or X : A ∼ B.
TANE FASTOD ORDER TANE FASTOD ORDER
100K 2.14 6.96 26.74 16 17 (16 + 1) 31 (31 + 27)
200K 4.38 14.63 58.71 13 18 (13 + 5) 31 (31 + 27)
300K 5.95 20.97 84.18 13 14 (13 + 1) 31 (31 + 27)
400K 7.99 31.60 125.12 13 14 (13 + 1) 31 (31 + 27)
500K 10.65 38.45 147.93 13 14 (13 + 1) 31 (31 + 27)
200K 12 312 5 76 144 (76 + 68) 0 (0 + 0)
400K 26 722 9 67 132 (67 + 65) 0 (0 + 0)
600K 44 1,220 13 67 132 (67 + 65) 0 (0 + 0)
800K 55 1,641 17 67 128 (67 + 61) 0 (0 + 0)
1M 77 2,160 21 65 121 (65 + 56) 0 (0 + 0)
50K 1.30 13.27 20.63 730 843 (730 + 113) 2 (2 + 1)
100K 2.70 25.85 35.06 730 751 (730 + 21) 2 (2 + 1)
150K 3.89 41.53 50.52 730 732 (730 + 2) 2 (2 + 1)
200K 4.94 55.98 70.76 730 731 (730 + 1) 2 (2 + 1)
250K 6.01 69.48 83.11 730 731 (730 + 1) 2 (2 + 1)
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Figure 4: Scalability and effectiveness in |r|.
Proof
Follows directly from the definition of context (Def. 6). 2
If Π∗X = {}, then X is a key (or superkey) and the opti-
mization with key pruning described above is triggered.
Note that, unlike in FASTOD, stripped partitions are not
used in ORDER [13]. The authors in [13] explicitly state
that stripped partitions cannot be used with their list-based
canonical form.
4.7 Complexity Analysis
The complexity of most data dependency discovery algo-
rithms depends on the number of candidates in the lattice.
The previous state-of-the-art discovery algorithm, ORDER,
for ODs has a factorial worst-case complexity in the number
of attributes [13], as it traverses a lattice of attribute per-
mutations with b|R|! ∗ ec nodes. The authors in [13] claim
that this is inevitable, due to the factorial search space of
candidates, since ODs are defined over lists of attributes as
opposed to FDs being defined over sets of attributes.
However, we show that the worst-case complexity of our
OD discovery algorithm is exponential in the number of at-
tributes, as there exists a quadratic mapping of list-based
ODs into the equivalent set-based ODs (Section 3.1), and
there are 2|R| nodes in the set-containment lattice (Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.3). This establishes a lower bound as ODs
subsume FDs, and it has been already observed for FDs
that the solution space is exponential, and a polynomial
time algorithm in the number of attributes cannot exist [11].
Additionally, the complexity is linear in the number of tu-
ples (Sections 4.6). The linearity makes FASTOD especially
suitable for relations with a large number of tuples. These
results are in line with the previous FD and inclusion de-
pendency algorithms [11].
5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of
our techniques, with a focus on the following objectives.
1. An evaluation of the efficiency of our approach us-
ing real and synthetic datasets. This includes scala-
bility and effectiveness over different problem charac-
teristics: size of the dataset and number of attributes
(Section 5.2) as well as the level of the lattice (Sec-
tion 5.4).
2. A comparison against ORDER, the OD discovery al-
gorithm from [13], quantifying the benefits of our ap-
proach in terms of time, conciseness and completeness
(Section 5.3). We also compare our algorithm with the
FD discovery algorithm [11].
3. An evaluation of the effectiveness of our pruning op-
timizations from Section 4.2 and Section 4.5 (Sec-
tion 5.4).
Our experiments were run on a machine with an Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2630 v3 2.4GHz with 64GB of memory. The
algorithm was implemented in Java 8.
5.1 Data Characteristics
We use several real and synthetic datasets that have
previously been used to evaluate FD and OD discovery
algorithms [13]. They are published through the UCI
Machine Learning Repository3 and the Hasso-Plattner-
Institute (HPI) repository4. The flight dataset (from the
HPI repository) contains information about US domestic
flights, with 500K tuples and 40 attributes. The ncvoter
dataset (from the UCI repository) contains personal data of
registered voters from North Carolina, with 1M tuples and
20 attributes. The hepatitis datasets provides information
about the hepatitis disease of the liver, with 155 tuples and
20 attributes. Dbtesma is a synthetic dataset with 250K tu-
ples and 30 attributes, available at the link provided for the
HPI repository, produced by a data generator5 for bench-
marks and performance analysis.
5.2 Scalability
We evaluate the running time of our OD discovery algo-
rithm by varying the number of tuples |r| and the number
of attributes |R|.
Exp-1: Scalability in |r|. We measure the running
time of FASTOD in milliseconds by varying the number of
tuples, as reported in Figure 4. Ignore the other curves
labeled ORDER and TANE, as well as the numbers next to
the datapoints, initially. We use random samples of 20, 40,
60, 80 and 100 percent of flight, ncvoter and dbtesma, all
with 10 attributes. The reported runtimes are averaged over
ten executions.
Figure 4 shows a linear runtime growth as the computa-
tion is dominated by the verification of set-based ODs which
requires a scan of the dataset. Therefore, our algorithm
scales well for large datasets. Furthermore, it appears to run
faster on the flight dataset than on the ncvoter dataset.
This is due to the varying effectiveness of our pruning strate-
gies (details in Section 5.4).
Exp-2: Scalability in |R|. We measure the running
time of FASTOD in milliseconds by varying the number
3http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml
4http://metanome.de
5http://sourceforge.net/projects/dbtesma
of attributes by taking random projections of the tested
datasets. We use the flight dataset with 1K tuples, the
ncvoter dataset with 1K tuples, the hepatitis dataset with
155 tuples and the dbtesma dataset with 1K tuples. Again,
we report the average runtimes over ten executions. Figure 5
show that the running time increases exponentially with the
number of attributes. The Y axis of Figure 5 is in log scale.
This is not surprising because the number of minimal ODs
over the set-containment lattice is exponential in the worst
case (Section 4.7).
5.3 Comparative Study
Exp-3: Comparison with ORDER [13]. We now
compare FASTOD with ORDER from [13]. We obtained a
Java implementation of ORDER from www.metanome.de.
As Figures 4 and 5 show, our algorithm can be orders of mag-
nitude faster. For instance, on the flight dataset with 1K
tuples and 20 attributes, FASTOD finishes the computation
in less than 1 second, whereas ORDER did not terminate
after 5 hours. (We aborted the experiments after 5 hours
and denote it in figures as “* 5h”.) The running time of
ORDER is consistent with results reported in [13]. Similar
observations can be made on the dbtesma dataset. This is
expected as the worst-time complexity for ORDER is facto-
rial in the number of attributes [13], whereas, for FASTOD,
it is exponential in the number of attributes (Section 4.7).
The higher complexity of ORDER is remedied in some
cases by its aggressive pruning strategies. For instance, the
swap pruning rule states that if X 7→ Y is invalidated by
a swap, then XA 7→ YB is not valid and is not considered
when traversing the list-containment lattice. As a result,
the ORDER algorithm is not complete (recall Section 4.5).
For example, it misses ODs in the form of XA 7→ XAYB,
e.g., XA: [ ] 7→ B is missed. It also skips ODs in the form
of X 7→ XY. Similarly, if XA 7→ YB is invalidated by a split,
then XA ∼ YB is not considered; e.g., XY: A ∼ B is missed.
These observations explain why ORDER is faster than
FASTOD (and even TANE) on the hepatitis dataset:
here, ORDER discovers zero ODs, whereas FASTOD, which
is sound and complete, discovers hundreds. Similar reason-
ing explains the runtimes over the ncvoter dataset.
While the swap pruning rule (and other pruning rules) in
the ORDER algorithm can be deactivated to enable com-
pleteness, this has an extreme performance impact. For
example, after disabling the swap pruning rule, the OR-
DER algorithm did not terminate within five hours in any
of tested datasets. In fact, in [13] they have shown the same.
Furthermore, our canonical representation is significantly
more concise than the one in [13] even though FASTOD is
complete. For brevity, we refer to set-based ODs in the form
of X \ A: [ ] 7→ A as FDs and X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B as order
compatible dependencies (OCDs). We report the number
of set-based ODs (number of FDs and number of OCDs) in
Figure 4 and 5 next to the runtime datapoints. For instance,
for the flight dataset with 500K tuples and 10 attributes,
the number of discovered set-based ODs by FASTOD is 14
(13 FDs and 1 OCD) and list-based ODs by ORDER is 31,
which maps to 58 set-based ODs (31 FDs and 27 OCDs).
Since all flight data are from the year 2012, the year attribute
is a constant. Therefore, FASTOD discovers an OD {}: [ ] 7→
[year]; however, ORDER produces ODs [quarter] 7→ [year],
[dayOfMonth] 7→ [year], [dayOfWeek] 7→ [year] and so on,
which follow from {}: [ ] 7→ [year] by Augmentation–I and
TANE FASTOD ORDER TANE FASTOD ORDER
5 71 76 177 4 4 (4 + 0) 12 (12 +9)
10 103 140 181 10 10 (10 + 0) 54 (54 + 39)
15 128 278 2,277 28 31 (28 + 3) 96 (93 + 78)
20 199 687 73 82 (73 + 9)
25 369 2,698 103 495 (103 + 392)
30 799 8,492 188 1,925 (188 + 1,737)
35 2,119 42,284 5,341 19,449 (5,341 + 14,108)
40 11,785 317,116 26,579 134,464 (26,579 + 107,885)
5 71 86 62 0 1 (0 + 1) 0 (0 + 0)
10 167 603 133 4 77 (4 + 73) 0 (0 + 0)
15 762 2,331 267 293 13,930 (293 + 13,637) 0 (0 + 0)
20 5,191 148,548 1,682 8,250 40,967 (8,250 + 32,717) 0 (0 + 0)
5 67 130 77 6 6 (6 + 0) 0 (0 + 0)
10 129 891 154 36 77 (36 + 41) 0 (0 + 0)
15 249 5,149 183 169 491 (169 + 322) 14 (14 + 14)
20 862 61,348 231 758 3,091 (758 + 2,333) 18 (18 + 18)
5 74 119 90 30 30 (30 + 0) 0 (0 + 0)
10 94 190 448 338 341 (338 + 3) 3 (2 + 1)
15 106 434 802 1,303 1,310 (1,303 + 7) 3 (2 + 1)
20 116 806 1,436 3,120 3133 (3120 + 13) 3 (2 + 1)
25 131 1,291 6,137 6,162 (6,137 + 25)
30 146 2,012 11,099 11,129 (11,099 + 30)
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Figure 5: Scalability and effectiveness in |R|.
Propagate (but not vice versa!). For example, {quarter}:
[ ] 7→ [year] can be inferred from Augmentation–I, and {}:
[quarter] ∼ [year] can be deduced from Propagate. Given a
query with order by year, the ODs found by FASTOD can
eliminate the sort operator (specifically, the OD stating that
year is a constant). On the other hand, since {}: [ ] 7→ [year]
does not follow from the ODs discovered by the ORDER
algorithm, sorting cannot be avoided.
Exp-4: Comparison with TANE [11]. Since ODs are
closely related to FDs, as ODs properly subsume FDs, we
also conduct a comparative study with TANE [11] (Java
implementation). Here, we effectively measure the extra
cost to capture the additional OD semantics: those of or-
der. As expected, TANE is faster than FASTOD (see Fig-
ures 4 and 5). TANE uses an effective technique called er-
ror rate [11] to speed up the verification over FDs (detecting
splits) that is not applicable to ODs in the form of X\{A,B}:
A ∼ B (detecting swaps). However, both TANE and FAS-
TOD scale linearly in the number tuples and exponentially
in the number of attributes. We argue that the extra cost
of OD discovery is worthwhile, as ODs can convey many
business rules that FDs cannot express. For instance, in the
flight dataset with 1K tuples and 25 attributes, we found
FASTOD FASTOD‐No Pruning FASTOD FASTOD‐No Pruning
100K 6.96 359 17 (16 + 1) 14,024 (3,776 + 10,248)
200K 14.63 764 18 (13 + 5) 13,680 (3,584 + 10,096)
300K 20.97 1,225 14 (13 + 1) 13,584 (3,584 + 10,000)
400K 31.60 2,089 14 (13 + 1) 13,584 (3,584 + 10,000)
500K 38.45 2,469 14 (13 + 1) 13,584 (3,584 + 10,000)
5 76 127 4 (4 + 0) 128 (56 + 72)
10 140 2,459 10 (10 + 0) 14,656 (3,968 + 10,688)
15 278 41,992 31 (28 + 3) 997,888 (194,560 + 803,328)
20 687 4,817,244 82 (73 + 9) 56,940,032 (8,892,416 + 48,047,616)
25 2,698 495 (103 + 392)
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Figure 6: Impact of pruning.
around 500 set-based minimal ODs, out of which around
100 are in the form of X \ A: [ ] 7→ A (FDs) (the number
of FDs detected by TANE and FASTOD is the same) and
around 400 are in the form of X \ {A,B}: A ∼ B (OCDs).
5.4 Optimizations and Lattice Levels
Exp-5: Improving performance. We now quantify the
runtime improvements due to the optimizations described in
Sections 4.2 and 4.5. We perform this experiment over the
flight dataset up to 500K tuples (and 10 attributes) as well
as up to 25 attributes (and 1K tuples). Results are shown
in Figure 6 for FASTOD and FASTOD-No Pruning ; the Y
axis is in log scale. Our optimizations provide a substantial
performance improvement. For instance, the running time
over the flight dataset with 1K tuples and 20 attributes
with pruning strategies enabled is less than 1 second versus
with disabled pruning strategies, it is around 80 minutes.
For the same dataset with 25 attributes the algorithm with
optimizations finishes in less than 3 seconds, whereas with
pruning strategies deactivated, it does not terminate after 5
hours.
Exp-6: Pruning non-minimal ODs. Next, we show
that our optimizations prune a significant number of non-
minimal ODs. The number of ODs returned by an OD
discovery algorithm can be large, but many of them are
redundant (non-minimal), as they can be inferred from oth-
ers. Figure 6 reports the numbers of ODs with and without
redundant ODs for the flight dataset. Our OD canoni-
cal representation is able to prune a large amount of in-
ferred ODs. For instance, over the flight dataset with 1K
tuples and 20 attributes, there are around 700 minimal ODs
discovered (with pruning activated) and around 50 million
non-minimal ODs (with pruning deactivated). Therefore,
our canonical representation is highly effective in avoiding
redundancy.
Exp-7: Effectiveness over lattice levels. Finally, we
measure the running time and the number of ODs discovered
at different levels of the lattice (Figure 7 with log scale on
Y axis). Note that the level number (l) determines the size
of the context for set-based ODs; i.e., the higher the level,
the larger the context. We report results over the flight
dataset with 1K tuples and 40 attributes. We believe that
ODs with a smaller context are more interesting generally
as, for instance, they are more likely to be used in query op-
Level FASTOD Time (ms) #set‐based ODs (#FDs + #OCDs)
1 32 6 (6 + 0)
2 427 177      ( 160    + 17 )
3 4,429 296         ( 81      + 215 )
4 24,241 2,986      ( 1,256   + 1,730 )
5 85,828 30,337         ( 10,407     + 19,930 )
6 127,113 80,005       ( 13,969   + 66,036 )
7 57,006  20,487      ( 700         + 19,787 )
8 10,108 170              ( 0 + 170 )
9 1689 0 ( 0 + 0 )
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Figure 7: Experiment with lattice levels, |r| = 1K, |R| = 40.
timization [24, 25]. Note that FASTOD discards redundant
ODs if they can be inferred by ODs detected at lower levels
of the lattice. Interestingly, most of the ODs are discovered
efficiently over the first few levels of the lattice. Level 9 was
the highest level for which FASTOD generated candidates.
Since the set-lattice has a shape of a diamond (Figure 3)
and nodes are pruned over time, the time to process each
level first increases, up to level 6, and decreases thereafter.
6. RELATED WORK
Pointwise order dependencies (recall Section 2.1) were in-
troduced for the first time in the context of database systems
by Ginsburg and Hull [7]. A sound and complete set of ax-
ioms was presented, and the inference problem was proven
to be co-NP complete. Lexicographical ODs were studied
in [17, 22, 25]. Ng [17] developed a theory behind both lex-
icographical ODs as well as a simpler version of pointwise
ODs. A chase procedure was defined for the lexicographical
ODs; however, the axiomatization and the complexity of the
inference problem for ODs had not been studied. Szlichta
et al. [22] presented a sound and complete axiomatization
for ODs. Bidirectional ODs, containing a mix of ascend-
ing and descending orders, were introduced by Szlichta et
al. [25], where it was shown that the inference problem for
both ODs and bidirectional ODs is co-NP-complete.
An interesting study to establish whether a given stream
is sufficiently nearly-sorted was described by Ben-Moshe et
al. [3]. Golab et al. [8] introduced sequential dependencies
(SDs), which specify that when tuples have consecutive an-
tecedent values, their consequents must be with a specified
range. The discovery problem has been studied for approx-
imate SDs [8].
Denial Constraints (DCs) [4], a universally quantified
first-order logic formalism, is more expressive than FDs and
ODs. However, while the space to be explored for discovery
of FDs and ODs is 2|R|, the search space for DCs discovery is
of size 212∗|R|∗(2∗|R|−1), O(2|R|
2
). Therefore, the DCs have
a much larger space to explore than FDs and ODs. Note
that 2|R|
2
grows faster than even factorial |R|! in [13]. The
authors in [4] design a set of sound but not complete axioms
to develop pruning rules for DC discovery.
There has been much research on FD discovery [11, 10,
18]. However, there has, to date, been little work on dis-
covery of ODs. Langer and Naumann [13] propose the algo-
rithm ORDER that uses list-containment lattice with facto-
rial worst-case time complexity in the number of attributes,
which establishes an upper bound. However, OD discovery
is no harder than FD discovery asymptotically as we show
in Section 4.7.
Sorting is at the heart of many database operations; such
as sort-merge join, index generation, duplicate elimination
and ordering the output for the SQL order-by operator. The
importance of sorted sets for query optimization and pro-
cessing had been long recognized. The seminal query opti-
mizer System R [20] paid particular attention to interesting
orders by keeping track of all such ordered sets through-
out the process of query optimization. FDs and ODs were
shown to help generate interesting orders in [21] and in [25,
24], respectively. A practical application of dependencies
for improved index design was presented in [6]. In [9], the
authors explored the use of sorted sets for executing nested
queries. The significance of sorted sets has prompted re-
searchers to look beyond the sets that have been explic-
itly generated. Malkemus et al. [16] and Szlichta et al. [24]
showed how to use sorted sets created as generated columns
(SQL functions and algebraic expressions) in predicates for
business query optimization. Relationships between sorted
attributes discovered by reasoning over the physical schema
have been also used to eliminate joins over data warehouse
queries [23].
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an efficient algorithm for discovering
order dependencies (ODs) from data, which we showed to be
substantially faster than the state-of-the-art. The technical
innovation that made our algorithm possible is a novel map-
ping into a set-based canonical form. We also developed a
sound and complete axiomatization for set-based canonical
ODs which led to further optimizations to prune the search
space of candidate ODs. There is naturally more to be done.
In future work, we plan to extend our OD discovery frame-
work to bidirectional ODs [25]. We will also consider the
notion of approximate ODs that almost hold over a relation
instance within a specified threshold. This will enable us to
experiment with datasets of varying error rates. Finally, we
also plan to study conditional ODs that hold over portions
of a relation. Since conditional ODs allow data bindings,
a large number of individual dependencies may hold on a
table, complicating detection of constraint violations.
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